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ABSTRACT 

For over a decade the U. S. Geological Survey has been publis
hing satellite image maps and thematic maps derived from satel
lite data . Over60 su ch maps are currently for sale. Recent exam
ples include the maps "Great Salt Lake and Vicinity, " made with 
Landsat Thematic Mapper data, and "Vegetation and Land Cover, 
A retie National Wildlife Refuge Coastal Plain, Alaska," portraying 
a computer classification of Landsat multispectral scanner data . 
To produce maps from this variety of sensors, the Geological Sur
vey has developed a wide range of capabilities in both digital image 
processing to combine the data and in lithographie techniques 
to print the imagery products. The digital image processing tech
niques include geometrie and radiometrie corrections, large-a rea 
mosaicking, spectral band selection and combination, and spa
tial filtering. Lithographie techniques su ch as digital enlargement 
to scale and digital halftone screening have been employed to 
produce high-quality products. 

Current experiments are testing combinations of sen sor types, 
including Thematic Mapper and SPOT simulator data, and The
matie Mapper and high-altitude aerial photography, to produce 
image maps. Combining data from different sensors may allow 
the creation of a data set that maximizes both spectral and spa
tial information . 

Publication authorized by the Director, U .S. Geological Survey, 
on April1, 1986. Any use of trade na mes and trademarks in this 
publication is for identification purposes only and does not cons
titute endorsement by the U.S. Geological Survey. 

Background 

For over a decade the U. S. Geological Survey has been 
publishing satellite image maps and thematic maps deri
ved from satellite data. ln order to produce these maps 
the Geological Survey has developed a wide range of capa
bilities not only in digital image processing but a Iso in litho
graphie techniques to print the imagery. The examples that 
are described in the following sections each represent an 
incrementai improvement in our capabilities. 

These published maps are available from the U. S. Geo
logical Survey, Map Distribution, Bldg. 41, Box 25286, 
Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225, U.S.A. 

RÉSUMÉ - Cartographie des images satellitaires : 
résultats et développements 

Depuis plus d'une décennie I'U.S. Geological Survey a publié 
des cartes d'images satellites et des cartes thématiques dérivées 
des données de satellites. 

Plus de soixante de ces cartes sont actuellement en vente. Des 
exemples récents comprennent les cartes « Great Salt Lake and 
vicinity »préparées avec des données du Landsat Thematic Map
per (Landsat Dl , et de la« Vegetation and Land Cover, Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge Coastal Plain, Alaska »représentant une 
classification par ordinateur des données du scanner multispec
tral de Landsat. En vue de produire des cartes de cette variété 
de capteurs, I'U.S. Geological Survey a développé une large 
variété de capacités aussi bien en traitement d'images numéri
ques pour combiner les données que dans les techniques litho
graphiques pour imprimer les images. Les techniques de traite
ments numériques d' images incluent la rectification géométrique, 
l'assemblage d'une mosaïque de grande surface, la sélection et 
la combinaison des bandes, et le filtrage spatial. Les techniques 
lithographiques telles que l'agrandissement numérique de l'échelle 
et la trame optique numérique ont été employées pour produire 
des produits de haute qualité. 

Des expériences actuelles testent les combinaisons de diffé
rentes sortes de capteurs, incluant les données du Thematic Map
per et des données de simulation SPOT, et des données du The
matie Mapper et de photographies aériennes à haute altitude pour 
produire des cartes sur fond d'images. La combinaison de don
nées de différents capteurs peut permettre la création d'un ensem
ble de données qui maximise simultanément les informations spec
trales et spatiales. 

Las Vegas, Nevada, 
.1 :250,000-scale image map 

ln 1982, a quadrangle was selected to test the newly 
developed geometrie re·gistration and mosaicking capa
bility at the EROS Data Center. The Las Vegas, Nevada, 
1 :250,000-scale quadrangle was selected because the qua
drangle contains a diversity of land cover categories (urban 
area, desert, mountains, lakes, rivers, and irrigated agri
culture), is covered by parts of four Landsat multispectral 
scanner (MSS) scenes, and has available grou nd control 
point files f rom National Aeronautics and Space Admi
nistration and digital elevation model ( DEM) data from the 
U.S. Geological Survey. 
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The Las Vegas image map was digitally mosaicked from 
four separate Landsat scenes and the digital data were 
resampled with a cu bic convolution algorithm. Radiome
trie enhancements, including a multiple point linear st retch 
and a 5- by 5-pixel edge enhancement, were also applied 
and the data were converted from digital to image form 
with precise control of the image density. The images for 
theseparate bands were enlarged on a Hell scanner/ prin
ter to the final 1:250,000 scale. This image map reflects 
a conventional color-infrared portrayal using the following 
MSS bands : 

Band 4 - 0.5-0.6 11 m printed in yellow ; 
Band 5 - 0.6-0.7 Il· m printed in magenta ; and 
Band 7 - 0.8-1.1 p. m printed in cyan. 

Although·many image maps have been printed, the Las 
Vegas MSS image map was thefirst color image map using 
the MSS as the primary data source and printed by the 
Survey in a standard 1 :250,000-scale quadrangle format. 
The 80-m pixel data of the MSS, when properly proces
sed, provide resolution, geometrie accuracy, and infor
mational content comparable to the 1 :250,000-scale line 
ma p. 

The image map was designed to complement the stan
dard 1 :250,000-scale li ne map printed on the reverse side. 
Both maps were fitted with a Universal Transverse Mer
cator grid. With respect to this grid, the image map has 
a positional accuracy of 100 m root mean square error. 

Vegetation and land cover, 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 
Coastal Plain, Alaska 

ln 1983, a project was completed on mapping vege
tation and land cover for the coastal portion of the A retie 
National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska . This project, using 
La ndsat dig ita 1 data, was do ne cooperatively with the U. S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service and the U.S. Army Cold Regions 
Research and Engineering Laboratory in support of an 
environ mental impact statement prior to pet roleum explo
ration of the area. Patterns were found in the multispec
tral data from Landsat after clustering the data into sepa
rable spectral classes. Using an interactive color display, 
these spectral classes were then identified with reference 
to field notes as specifie vegetation classes. The data were 
geometrically corrected and mosaicked into a digital data 
set covering the entire study area. 

The Scitex laser piotter then was used to plot the land 
cover and vegetation data on plates for four-color prin
ting of the map at a scale of 1:250,000. The map has been 
published as U.S. Geological Survey Map 1-1443, " Vege
tation and Land Cover, Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 
Coastal Plain, Alaska" (Wray and Gaydos, 1982). This the
matie map depicts 12 land cover classes on a base map 
comprising portions of the Barter Island, Flaxman Island, 
Demarcation Point, and Mount Michelson, Alaska, 
1 :250,000-scale quadrangles. The a rea is bordered on the 
north by the Beaufort Sea and Arctic Ocean. 

An a rea measurement table is printed on a back fold of 
the published map for ease in comparing land cover sta
tistics for nearly 100 surveytownshipsshown on the ma p. 
To prepare the map for lithographie printing in color, a laser 
piotter was used to port ray digital land cover information 
as thematic a rea symbols at map publication size and scale. 

When printed, the symbols appear in multiple colors. 
These col ors are produced by overlaying the four process 
ink colors - - yellow, magenta, cyan, and black - - in dot 
patterns, or screens. The dotscreens for the map (120 li nes 
per inch) were a Iso made on the laser piotter. W hen prin
ted, the land cover theme data are combined with the black 
li nes and lettering of the standard 1 :250,000-scale base 
ma p. 

Washington, D.C., and Vicinity 

The Survey has developed experimental image maps 
from the Landsat program at both 1:250,000 scale (from 
the MSS) and 1:100,000 scale (from the Thematic Map
per). Du ring 1984, this research was continued and resul
ted in two image products ofthe Washington, D. C., a rea, 
both derived from the Thematic Mapper (TM) . The first 
wasa 1 :100,000-scale map, Washington, D.C., and Vici
nity, which utilized the blue (band 1 ), red (band 3), and 
near-infrared (band 5) printed in yellow, magenta, and 
cyan, respectively. The second was the "Landsat Thema
tic Mapper (TM) Color Combinations, Washington, D.C., 
and Vicinity," published as U.S. Geological Survey report 
1-1616 ( Colvocoresses 1984). This report graphically illus
trated the various color combinations and permutations 
that are possible from six spectral bands. The report a Iso 
quantitatively described the ratio na le behind spectral band 
selection in order to present the maximum information for 
a given scene. 

On signif icant finding was the establishment of a picture
element (pixel)-to-scale relationship criterion of 3.3 pixels 
per mm at map scale. This means that the 75- to 80-m pixels 
of the Landsat MSS are suitable for 1 :250,000-scale image 
mapping ; the 30-m pixels of the TM are suitable for 
1 :100,000scale; and 15-m pixels are neededfor 1:50,000 
scale. 

Great Salt Lake and Vicinity, Utah 

The Great Salt Lake and Vicinity, Utah, Landsat TM 
image map was prepared during the latter par of 1984 at 
a scale of 1:125,000. The map involved seve rai new deve
lopments in the art of image mapping. 

Four images spanning an 8-day period were used to pro
duce the mosaic and required precise geometrie and radio
metrie adjustment to a common base. This operation was 
carried out totally in the digital domain. Sin ce the lake itself 
dominates the map, different band combinations and pro
cessing algorithms were used for the open-water a rea and 
fort he land a rea. This resulted in the display of more detail 
in both the water and land a rea than would have been pos
sible with one selection of bands and one algorithm su ch 
as was applied to previous satellite image maps. 

ln another innovation, three bathymetrie contours and 
one topographie contour were ta ken from conventional 
line maps and were added to the image map. Care was 
required in adding the contours as even small errors on 
contour position became obvious when superimposed on 
the exact shoreline portrayed by the image. 

The map required 7 months to produce after image 
acquisition, which was a far shorter period than can be 
expected for conventional map production . The map dis
played a transitory phenomenon of high importance : the 
highest level of the Great Salt Lake in over 100 years. The 
ti me required to produce su ch image maps can be further 
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reduced where the situation so demands. Th us, the timely 
display of important transitory phenomena in map form 
becomes an obvious new application. 

Research activities 

Current experiments are testing a combination of sen
sor types, su ch as Thematic Mapper and SPOT simulator 
data, and Thematic Mapper and high-altitude aerial pho
tography, to produce image maps. 

lntegrating or merging data sets collected by different 
remote sensors to tully utilize complementary information 
is becoming an increasingly important component of digital 
image processing. By digitally merging different data 
types, the user can take advantage of the unique charac
teristics of each particular data set. Several examples exist 
where data sets collected by different sensors at different 
ti_mes have been digitally merged for processing and analy
SIS. Landsat MSS and radar image data collected by Sea
sat, the Shuttle lmaging Radar (SIR-A), and airborne 
systems have been successfully merged ( Daily and others 
1978 ; Daily and others, 1979 ; Chavez and others, 1983): 
Image data collected by the Landsat MSS and the return 
bearn vidicon (RBV) systems have been digitally combi
ned to generate a product th at contains information from 
both sensors (Lauer and Todd, 1981 ). 

Several other studies have been made of data sets 
digitally merged with different resolutions but collected 
by the sa me sen sor. This includes the work do ne by Scho
wengerdt (1980), who worked with full-resolution and spa
tially compressed Landsat MSS data. He demonstrated 
the use of a high-resolution band to sharpen or edge
enhance lower resolution bands having the sa me approxi
mate wavelength characteristics. Schowengerdt (1982) 
a Iso combined Landsat MSS data at 80-m resolution and 
Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (HCMM) data having an 
approximate resolution of 600 m. 

Work has also been done in combining lower resolu
~ion images with one at a higher resolution. One study 
1nvolved the digital merging of the 20-m SPOT simulator 
multispectral data with the 10-m panchromatic data (Cha
vez, 1984). Similarwork with the SPOT simulator data was 
recently reported by Cliche and others (1985). 

The research described here deals with the combina
ti~n of Landsat TM data and a digitized aerial photograph. 
lt_1~ expected th at similar results will be obtained by com
b1n1ng Landsat TM data with the 10-m panchromatic SPOT 
data. 

The Landsat TM data were selected for their spectral 
content. TM bands 5 and 7 have provided unique data not 
available in eitherthe Landsat MSS or SPOT simulator data 
(Chavezand Berlin, 1984 ; Crist, 1984; Cristand Cicone, 
1_984). The data se_t used for spatial information was a digi
tlzed p~nchromat1c photograph (with approximately4 m 
resolution after being digitized) collected by the National 
High-Aititude Photography (NHAP) Program (Antill 
1~2). ' 

Digital merging and 
combining techniques 

The actual combining of data from different sensors 
or sources, involves two major and distinct steps. The first 
step deals with the geometrie reg istrati on of the data. The 

second step involves the merging of the data, or informa
tion, for digital or visual analysis. 

The re are several methods that can be used to geome
trically register different data sets. The method used in this 
study differs slightly from most others in the way the two 
sets of data, with the extreme difference in spàtial resolu
tion (28 vs. 4 m), are processed. lt involves formatting the 
two data sets to approximately the same "pixel size"1 

before registration is performed. This was accomplished 
by digitally expanding the TM image data and creating 
pixels of 4-m size. 

The Landsat TM data set was digitally expanded in both 
the X and Y directions by a factor of 7 using pixel duplica
tion. Because digital enlargement by pixel duplication pro
duces a blocky image, the results are smoothed using a 
low-pass filter having dimensions equal to the digital enlar
gement (Ch avez and others, 1984). This eliminates blocky 
patterns and allows images of different spatial resolutions 
to be digitally merged in a minimum a mount of computer 
time. This method has been successfully used before on 
Landsat MSS, TM, and SPOTsimulator data (Chavez and 
Berlin, 1984 ; Chavez and others, 1984). 

Once the Landsat TM image was digitally enlarged and 
smoothed, it became the master, and geodetic control 
~oints w~re selected to register to it the slave, or the digi
t lzed aenal photograph. The TM image was selected as 
the master because its geometry, for such a small area, 
was acceptable w ithout any further resampling. A Iso, this 
involved resampling only one band (the photograph) rather 
than the six TM bands. The number of image control points 
nee?ed wa~ small compared to most image-to-image regis
tratlon projects. Tests were conducted using three four 
and five image control points with first- and second~orde~ 
polynomial fits. ~he final results were generated using five 
1mage control pomts with the second-arder polynomial f it. 
~n this particular case, three and four control points were 
Inadequate for generating acceptable registration results 
for the entire image. 

Nearest-neighbor resampling was used on the photo
graph. A minimal amount of rotation and scaling had to 
be done because the TM image had been digitally enlar
ged to the same cell size. Visually the results were very 
accept~ble, even with the extreme difference in spatial 
resolut1on between the two images. As mentioned ear
lier, this method has been used before butwith data where 
the spatial resolution varied only by a factor of two or three 
(forexample, MSS and SIR-A; TM and SPOTsimulator; 
SPOT simulator 20- and 10-m data). 

O~ce the data sets have been registered, the second 
step 1nvolves the actual merging or combining of the data 
for digital or visual analyses. The method used to com
bine the digital data can influence the type of information 
seen i~ th_e resulta~t product. For example, sorne digital 
comb1nat1on techniques en ha nee the high frequencies or 
the fine detail within the image, wh ile others en ha nee the 
brightness/ col or of various co ver types. Methods th at can 
be used to combine the information from two registered 
data sets include adding, subtracting, or ratioing, pixel
by-pixel, the two data sets. 

The information from the two data sets can, at times, 

1The ter~ _"pixel size" is used rather than "pixel resolution" 
because 1t 1s not being implied that the digitally expanded TM 
data have 4-meter resolution. 
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also be combined using principal-components analysis. 
A correlation matrix can again be used to decide which 
bands or images should be used as input to principal
components analysis. If the absolu te value of the correla
tion coefficient between two images is sm ali, they should 
probably not be used together for principal-components 
analysis sin ce little, if any, mixing will occur between the 
uncorrelated data (for example, between Landsat and 
radar images) . Selective principal-components analysis 
might be better in such cases (Chavez and others, 1982 : 
1984). 

Another method that can be used to merge informa
tion from geometrically registered data sets is band or 
image replacement. For example, instead of creating a 
color-composite image using TM bands 2, 3, and 4, TM 
bands 2, 3, and the digitized NHAP photograph can be 
used . However, this method may not generate accepta
ble results if the spatial resolution difference between the 
two data sets is lar{le (as in this case) or if wavelength cha
racteristics of the two data sets are very different. If the 
spatial resolution differs by only a factor of two or three 
and the spectral bands are similar, this method can gene
rate acceptable results (Chavez, 1984). 

Results 

Two very different data sets have been merged and 
seve rai methods used to extract the best information com
ponent from each (th at is, spectral and spatial). The high 
spatial resolution of the merged data set allowed image 
products to be generated at scales up to 1 :24,00. The spec
tral resolution allowed severa! co lor composites to be made 
showing the area as it appears in severa! different parts 
of the spectrum. 

The integration of data sets collected by different sen
sors to fully utilize complementary information is beco
ming an increasingly important and widely used techni
que. However, due to the large amount of data that can 
be generated, ca re must be ta ken to merge only data sets 
that will complement each other and produce new infor
mation. From the results generated in this and previous 
projects, two data sets that will complement each other 
are Landsat TM and SPOT 1 0-m panchromatic data, wh en 
the latter becomes available. The Landsat TM is prefer
red overthe 20-m multispectral SPOT data because ofthe 
information in TM bands 5 and 7. A Iso, three of the TM 
bands are highly correlated to the three 20-m SPOT bands 
and little, if any, spectral information would be gained by 
merging these two data sets. 1 n or der to redu ce the a mount 
of data in the merged data set, the user may want to merge 
only a subset of the TM bands to the SPOT 10-m data . 
This is because a very high correlation usually exists bet
ween the visible bands (TM 1, 2, and 3) and between the 
IR bands (TM 5and7). An example of data setsthat might 
be used to extract a maximum a mount of information and 
keep the number of bands or data volume to a minimum 
is to merge Landsat TM bands 2, 4, and 5 w ith the 10-m 
panchromatic SPOT band. 

The results presented here, along with new ones cur
rently being generated - - Landsat TM and Large Format 
Camera data collected by the space shuttle - - will hope
tully help support the idea of having multispectral data with 
low spatial resolution (30- to 80-m) collected simulta
neously with one or two higher spatial resolution (5- to 
10-m) monochromatic band(s) . This will reducethevolume 
of data that needs to be collected and stored, and allow 
a data set to be generated which has both high spectral 
and spatial resolution . 

The techniques to create image maps have been 
demonstrated by severallithographic products. Using such 
techniques with a data set having high spectral and spa
tial resolution holds the promise of creating higher qua
lity image maps. 
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